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 The Life and Unusual Ideas of Adelbert Ames, Jr.
 Roy R. Behrens
 Abstract-This paper is a summary of the life and major achievements of Adelbert Ames, Jr., an
 American ophthalmologist and perceptual psychologist, who had initially wanted to be a visual
 artist. He is most widely remembered today as the inventor of the Ames Demonstrations in
 Perception, the most famous of which consists of a distorted room in which people seem to shrink
 as they walk from one corner to another. This essay discusses the relationship of the Ames
 Demonstrations to anamorphic visual art, and it documents various comments by perceptual
 psychologists and artists who were directly acquainted with Ames.
 Fig. 1. In the Overlay Demonstration (this is a reconstruction of only one part of the original version), Ames removed a corner section of a playing card so that
 the card more distant from the viewer (the eight of hearts) appears to be less distant.
 I. INTRODUCTION
 Adelbert Ames, Jr. (1880-1955) was an
 American ophthalmologist and per-
 ceptual psychologist who had initially
 wanted to be a visual artist [1].
 As an ophthalmologist, he is credited
 with the diagnosis of aniseikonia, a
 malformation of the eyes in which the
 right and left retinal images are so
 distinctively varied in size that they
 cannot readily be fused by the brain.
 As a perceptual psychologist, he is
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 more widely remembered today as the
 inventor of the Ames Demonstrations in
 Perception, a series of visual illusions, the
 most famous of which consists of a full-
 sized distorted room which appears to be
 normal from one point of view, but in
 which people seem to shrink as they walk
 from one corner to another [2].
 For about 15 years, I have been actively
 interested in the life and unusual ideas of
 Ames. I am familiar with his published
 writings, and I have read most of the
 papers and books in which his work has
 been assessed. Over the years, in
 collaboration with a number of my
 students and colleagues, I have re-
 constructed some of his demonstrations.
 As an artist, I am especially interested in
 the surprising resemblance between some
 of the Ames Demonstrations and certain
 types of visual art, both historical and
 contemporary. This paper is a brief
 review of the life and the major
 achievements of Ames.
 II. HIS INTEREST IN THE VISUAL
 ARTS
 Ames was born on 19 August 1880, in
 Lowell, Massachusetts. His maternal
 grandfather was General Benjamin
 Butler, Governor of Massachusetts and
 an unsuccessful candidate for President
 in 1884 [3]. His paternal grandfather was
 Captain Jesse Ames, proprietor of the
 Ames Mill in Northfield, Minnesota [4].
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 Fig. 2. In the Chair Demonstration, an object that looks like a chair is observed
 through a peephole (a). However, when viewed from another position, what
 appeared to be a chair is revealed to be merely an assembly of odd and nonsensical
 shapes (b).
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 Fig. 3. In the Rotating Trapezoid Demonstration, a cutout of a
 trapezoid is painted so as to appear to be a rectangular window in
 perspective. When rotated on a motorized shaft, the trapezoid
 appears to be a rectangular window that is swaying back and forth.
 His father was General Adelbert Ames,
 U.S. Senator and Governor of Mississippi
 [5].
 Ames was educated at Harvard
 University, from which he was granted a
 Bachelor of Arts degree in 1903 and a
 Bachelor of Law in 1906. For 4 years, he
 worked as a lawyer in Boston [6].
 In 1910, Ames abandoned the practice
 of law because he was "disillusioned in
 the law and disappointed in love" [7]. He
 may have studied painting in Boston. For
 part of 1912 at least, he spent a large
 amount of time in North Easton,
 Massachusetts (20 miles south of Boston),
 where he tried to learn Lo paint with his
 older sister, Blanche Ames Ames, a
 botanical illustrator and the wife of the
 Harvard botanist Oakes Ames [8].
 Another sister, Jesse Ames, was also a
 painter, described by one observer as "an
 inspired amateur of extraordinary power"
 [9].
 In his own words, Ames' goal as an
 artist was "to make exact color re-
 productions of scenes" [10]. To this end,
 he and his sister Blanche devised one of
 the first color notation systems, which
 involved the mixing and categorizing of
 more than 3,300 discernibly different
 color variations, consisting of 27 hues, 15
 gradations in value, and 10 steps in
 intensity (or chroma) for each hue [11].
 By comparison, the Munsell Color
 System, published as an atlas in 1915,
 contains only 1,200 color variations [12].
 When painting outdoor landscapes,
 Ames and his sister would hold in the air
 the color sample that seemed to be most
 similar to the color of each section of the
 outdoor scene, as viewed from a constant
 position. The number of the colored card
 was recorded on the canvas and, after
 numerous features of the landscape had
 been matched with corresponding color
 swatches, the appropriate paint would be
 filled in [13]. They also used these cards
 indoors while painting still lifes [14].
 In 1914, Ames was granted a research
 fellowship in physiological optics at
 Clark University in Worcester, Massa-
 chusetts. During World War I, he served
 in the U.S. Signal Corps as a captain and
 aerial observer, his tour of duty lasting
 from 1917 to 1919 [15].
 I  1919, Ames resumed his research in
 physiological optics, which he now
 conducted not at Clark University but at
 Dartmouth College in Hanover, New
 Hampshire. Two years later, Dartmouth
 appointed him a research professor in
 optics, a position he retained until he was
 66 years old [16].
 III. FROM ART TO
 PHYSIOLOGICAL OPTICS
 When Ames first became engaged in
 research, he may not have had the
 intention of abandoning painting, al-
 though as it happened he never took it up
 again [17]. By one account, he developed
 an interest in physiological optics "as a
 result of his consideration of the artist's
 need to see objectively and the relation-
 ship of that need to the underlying
 properties of vision" [18].
 As early as 1913, when Ames was
 supposedly learning to paint, he was
 already working with J.W. Baird, a Clark
 University psychologist, in the hope of
 defining the attributes of the pictures that
 form on the back of the eye. Before Ames
 went off to war, they attempted un-
 successfully to measure the sensitivity to
 color of different regions of the retina
 [19].
 In 1919, when Ames returned to his
 research, he worked with a Dartmouth
 physicist, Charles A. Proctor. Together,
 assisted by Blanche Ames, they in-
 vestigated the characteristics of retinal
 images with the aim of inventing a
 'binocular camera' which would simulate
 not merely a retinal image but what Ames
 referred to as a 'mental visual image', the
 superimposition of two retinal images,
 which he assumed was in the brain. The
 early results of these efforts (including a
 'binocular photograph') were published in
 1923 in a paper entitled "Vision and the
 Technique of Art" [20].
 At that time, it was Ames' belief that it
 should be the goal of an artist to depict, as
 accurately as possible, the way a scene
 would appear to one's eyes if one's gaze
 were affixed to a stationary focal point
 [21].
 In a  ideal painting, according to
 Ames, only those objects that happen to
 fall within the center of interest (which
 need not be the center of the painting)
 would be clearly focused and shown in
 detail. All other parts of the painting
 would be blurred, more or less, including
 those that are horizontally and vertically
 peripheral and those that are nearer or
 farther away. Like a mental visual image
 (two retinal images superimposed), such
 an artwork would be characterized by
 barrel distortion (because of the curve of
 the retinal plane), chromatic aberrations
 (because of the differing wave lengths)
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 make errors in judging the size, shape and
 location of objects. Initially, deformation
 of the eyes was not suspected as the cause,
 since the symptoms of aniseikonia
 (nausea, headache, uneasiness) were
 commonly thought to be signs of neurosis
 and other emotional disturbances [27].
 Ames discovered aniseikonia in 1926.
 Throughout the following decade, he
 examined the eyes of hundreds of patients
 "from all over the country and also from
 abroad" who were thought to be
 aniseikonic [28]. He published a series of
 technical papers in journals of optics and
 ophthalmology [29], and he secured the
 patents for approximately 15 instruments
 intended for use in the diagnostic







 Fig. 4. In the Distorted Room Demonstration, a crooked room appears to be normal from one point of
 view. When objects and people are placed in the room, they seem dramatically altered in size.
 and so on. Ames found it of interest and
 value that a binocular photograph had
 some of these characteristics [22].
 It is essential to realize that Ames'
 binocular photographs were not stereo-
 scopic (three-dimensional) photographs.
 Ames' binocular camera made use of two
 parallel lenses (positioned as if they were
 a pair of human eyes), but it produced
 only one photograph in which two
 different exposures were superimposed.
 Contrarily, while two parallel lenses are
 also employed in a stereoscopic camera,
 two separate photographs are produced
 [23]. In viewing a binocular photograph,
 both eyes concurrently observe the same
 single photograph. When one views a pair
 of stereoscopic photographs, one of the
 photographs is observed by the right eye,
 while the other is observed by the left. The
 brain then combines the two, and the
 figure appears to pop out from the
 ground [24].
 Ames' experiments with binocular
 photographs (as rough simulations of
 ideal paintings) led him to investigate the
 characteristics of stereoscopic photo-
 graphs. It was this research that led to the
 discovery of aniseikonia, a malfunction
 of the eyes, which led him in turn to the
 development of the Ames Demonstra-
 tions in Perception [25].
 IV. ANISEIKONIA
 Aniseikonia is an unusual visual defect
 n which the two retinal images are so
 dramatically varied in size and shape that
 they cannot readily be fused by the brain
 [26]. A person who is aniseikonic tends to
 Fig. 5. An historical example of anamorphosis,
 an engraving of a skull, originally published in a
 book on perspective by Lucas Brunn, circa 1615.
 The picture appears to be normal when viewed
 obliquely from the top.
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 In 1936, the Dartmouth Eye Institute
 was established, with Ames as Director of
 Research. The institute was funded by
 John D. Rockefeller, Sr., the Rockefeller
 Foundation, the American Optical
 Company and several individual bene-
 factors [31]. According to one source, a
 member of the Rockefeller family who
 was aniseikonic was successfully treated
 by Ames [32]. By the time the institute
 was closed in 1949, the staff had grown to
 include 30 medical and scientific workers
 [33].
 It is evidence of Ames' achievement as
 an ophthalmologist that he was the
 second recipient of the Edgar D. Tillyer
 Medal, the highest award of the Optical
 Society of America. This honor, received
 3 months before his death, was for
 "distinguished work in the field of vision,
 including (but not limited to) the optics,
 physiology, anatomy, or psychology of
 the visual system" [34].
 Ames' ideas were changed radically by
 his research on aniseikonia. Having
 invented aniseikonic lenses, he was
 initially baffled to find that they were not
 fully corrective. More generally, he was,
 in the words of a colleague,
 struck by the fact that the perceptual
 anomalies produced by aniseikonia
 could not, in all their completeness, be
 explained or predicted by known
 physiological and optical concomitants.
 He turned, therefore, to what proved to
 be the final interest in his life, the study
 of the psychology of visual perception
 [35].
 V. THE AMES DEMONSTRATIONS
 Ames died in Hanover, New Hamp-
 shire, on 3 July 1955. During the last 15
 years of his life, his most significant
 efforts were given to the research of a
 series of about 22 laboratory demonstra-
 tions, which are now commonly known
 as the "Ames Demonstrations in Per-
 ception". These were initially housed in
 the basement of the Choate House at
 Dartmouth. When the Dartmouth Eye
 Institute closed in 1949, the demonstra-
 tions were obtained by the Department of
 Psychology at Princeton University.
 Around 1961, they were transferred to a
 perception demonstration center at
 Brooklyn College [36].
 All of the Ames Demonstrations are
 depicted and discussed in an interpretive
 laboratory manual which was initially
 published by Ames in 1955 [37]. Included
 in this manual are elaborate technical
 drawings from which the demonstrations
 can be rebuilt. In addition, six films have
 been made which feature several of the
 most memorable demonstrations [38].
 For current purposes, there is no need
 Fig. 6. The artist Amy Arntson Marein has developed a series of outdoor illusions that were inspired in
 part by the work of Ames. This photograph appears to show two people of differing sizes climbing a
 makeshift staircase. In fact, the people are the same size, and the staircase has been made by placing
 sticks of balsawood (of varying widths) in the ground and on the grass. (Photo: Amy Arntson Marein)
 to describe in detail all of the Ames
 Demonstrations. Here are brief descrip-
 tions of five demonstrations:
 (1) In the Overlay Demonstration (Fig.
 1), one playing card (card A) appears to
 lie in space behind a second card (card B).
 The view of the first card is partially
 blocked by the second card. When
 they are observed from other positions, it
 is apparent that the initial perception was
 wrong. In fact, card B is behind card A. A
 section of A has been cut out, making it
 seem that the corner was blocked.
 (2) In the Chair Demonstration (Fig.
 2), the viewer looks into three peepholes
 arranged on the side of a large wooden
 box. Through each peephole, an object
 that looks like a chair is observed.
 However, when the lid of the box is
 removed so that the objects in the box can
 be s en from other positions, it is revealed
 that only one of the objects has the
 physical shape of a chair. The remaining
 objects turn out to be assemblies of odd
 and nonsensical suspended shapes.
 (3) In the Rotating Trapezoid Demon-
 stration (Fig. 3), a cut-out of a trapezoid
 has been painted to appear to be a
 rectangular window in perspective. It is
 attached to a motorized shaft which
 otates at a speed of 2 revolutions per
 minute. While staring at this moving
 shape, the viewer is easily led to conclude
 that the window is not a rotating
 trapezoid. Rather, it looks like a
 rectangular window that is swaying back
 and forth.
 (4) In the Architect's Room Demon-
 stration, the viewer sees into what
 appears to be a square room with a set of
 four windows on each of the walls.
 However, when viewed from another
 position, it is apparent that the room is
 not square. It is long and narrow, and
 there are only two windows on the far
 wall, not four.
 (5) In the Distorted Room Demon-
 stration (Fig. 4), the viewer sees a room
 that looks rectangular. When objects and
 people are placed in this room, they seem
 dramatically altered in size. However,
 when viewed from any point other than
 through the peephole, it is apparent that
 this room is extraordinarily crooked. The
 right wall, for example, is only half the
 height of the opposite wall, and the wall
 at the far end is a trapezoid, not a
 rectangle.
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 Fig. 7. Katherine Dyble Thompson, anamorphic watercolor portrait of former U.S. President Jimmy
 Carter, 1977.
 VI. AMES AND ANAMORPHOSIS
 Almost all of the Ames Demon-
 strations are examples of anamorphosis,
 a kind of distortion that artists have used
 since it was invented by Leonardo da
 Vinci about 1485 [39].
 Perhaps the most famous example is
 found in a painting by Hans Holbein, The
 Ambassadors, dated 1533. In the fore-
 ground of that work is the elongated
 shape of a skull, stretched out in such an
 extreme way that it is barely recognizable.
 However, if the painting is hung above a
 doorway (as the artist may have intended)
 and viewed from an oblique position
 below, the skull is clearly discernible [40].
 When Leonardo discovered anamor-
 phosis (there are two anamorphic
 drawings in his notebooks), he called it
 'accidental perspective' because it was
 largely the consequence of a misunder-
 standing or an intentional misuse of
 linear perspective. In linear perspective,
 the work is designed to be viewed from
 the front. In anamorphosis, the work is
 designed to be viewed from an oblique
 angle (Fig. 5).
 Linear perspective presupposes a per-
 pendicular picture plane, while anamor-
 phosis presents us with an oblique plane
 in the guise of being perpendicular. Most
 of the Ames Demonstrations are examples
 of anamorphosis in that they consist of
 oblique planes (e.g. the rear wall of the
 Distorted Room, the Rotating Trapezoid,
 the side walls of the Architect's Room,
 various sections of the Chair Demon-
 stration) which are mistakenly seen as
 perpendicular.
 During Ames' lifetime, surprisingly
 little was written about the historical
 significance of anamorphic art. The first
 major book on the subject was published
 in 1969 [41]. Ames may not have been
 aware of historical examples of anamor-
 phosis, most of which were little known.
 In his writings, there is no mention of
 anamorphosis. Indeed, even since his
 death, only a couple of writers have made
 an explicit connection between anamor-
 phic art and the Ames Demonstrations
 [42].
 On the other hand, there are a number
 of artworks produced in the past several
 decades that are examples of anamor-
 phosis and that appear to be spin-offs
 from Ames, naively or with the intention
 of that. Some of these artworks (e.g. those
 by Markus Raetz, Jan Beutener and Jan
 Dibbets) have been reproduced in books
 on anamorphic art [43]. There are more
 subtle allusions to Ames in the works of
 John Pfahl, Michael Bishop, Robert
 Cumming and Robert Irwin [44]. In 1973,
 some of the Ames Demonstrations were
 reconstructed by John Volker and myself
 as part of a children's exhibit (see Fig. 4).
 In 1981, Amy Arntson Marein (who was
 at that time my student) experimented
 with modifications of Ames-like anamor-
 phoses at the University of Wisconsin-
 Milwaukee (Fig. 6). Other students have
 produced anamorphic paintings and
 drawings (Fig. 7).
 VII. ASSESSMENTS OF AMES
 It has sometimes been stated that the
 first Ames Demonstrations were built
 around 1938. This is probably inaccurate.
 As early as 1930, when Ames was
 introduced to the American social philo-
 sopher Lewis Mumford, he demonstrated
 for Mumford
 some of his ingenious experiments that
 showed-conclusively, I believe-that
 pure sensations do not register auto-
 matically, by a reaction similar to the
 chemical changes in a photosensitive
 film; that every sensation is a perception
 that draws on the past experience and
 the present purposes of the organism
 [45].
 In April of 1934, while teaching at
 Harvard, the British philosopher Alfred
 North Whitehead referred to Ames in
 conversation as
 a man whose discoveries in the field of
 psychology and optics have made him
 eminent in Europe and America. If you
 were to talk with him you would at once
 discover that you were speaking with a
 poet and a mystic [46].
 On another occasion, Whitehead
 described Ames as "an authentic genius"
 [47].
 According to Fritz Heider, a gestalt
 psychologist, some of the demonstrations
 had been constructed by 1936, when
 members of the American Psychological
 Association met at Dartmouth. As Heider
 recalled, Ames was hopeful that he could
 get some of them to his laboratory
 but they only shook their heads and
 said: "Very amusing, but we are sorry.
 What you have there are optical
 illusions that have been well known to
 psychology for a long time. All these
 problems were solved thirty years ago"
 [48].
 Heider was in contact with Ames
 during the summer of 1945, when he and
 his colleague Kurt Lewin visited the
 Dartmouth Eye Institute. By Heider's
 account, it was he who first showed Ames
 the Chair Demonstration, although in his
 version he simply used cubes.
 Ames was greatly pleased with this
 suggestion. When I visited him again in
 the fall, he had constructed a very nice
 setup to demonstrate the effect that I
 described, but with one difference that
 he had introduced: he used a chair
 instead of a cube for the model of the
 object that would appear at a distance
 [49].
 At nearly the same time, Lewis
 Mumford returned to Hanover, where he
 remained for several years. He now
 became a frequent acquaintance of Ames,
 who was in desperate need at the time of
 "someone who would put his observa-
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 tions and theories into viable literary
 form: so more than once he tentatively
 suggested that I might join him in this
 task".
 Mumford responded by initiating a
 dialogue, but found that
 when I tentatively broached some of
 my doubts to Ames, he shrank back
 into his private shell: the collaboration
 he begged for did not in fact allow for
 any criticism and rectification. Though
 I asked for the privilege more than
 once, he never invited me to go through
 his series of experiments a second time
 [50].
 In the summer of 1946, the demonstra-
 tions were observed by Hadley Cantril, a
 psychologist, and Earl C. Kelley, a teach-
 ing specialist, who were proponents of
 what has been called 'transactional
 psychology' [51]. Through the efforts of
 Kelley and the American philosopher
 William H. Kilpatrick, Ames was
 persuaded to transport some of the
 demonstrations to New York in November
 1946, where they were set up to be shown
 to John Dewey, the philosopher and
 educator, who was 87 years old [52].
 Thereafter, Ames and Dewey exchanged
 letters until shortly after Dewey's 91st
 birthday. In his last letter to Ames,
 Dewey wrote: "I think your work is by far
 the most important work done in the
 psychological-philosophical field during
 this century-I am tempted to say the
 only real important work" [53].
 Later, in the early 1950s, Ames was
 also visited by two Harvard psycholo-
 gists, Jerome Bruner and Leo Postman,
 founders of the 'New Look' in cognitive
 psychology. As Ames guided them
 through the demonstrations, they were
 not as buoyant as Dewey had been.
 Bruner suggested to Ames that
 it would be interesting to study the
 'buildup' of his demonstration illusions
 by the use of tachistoscopic flashes. He
 did not think much of that. It was
 demonstration he was after, not ex-
 perimental manipulation. And demon-
 stration of a kind that, I think, speaks
 more to the artist's wonder than to the
 scientist's [54].
 It was of interest to find out that
 Jerome Bruner's second wife is a niece of
 Adelbert Ames, Jr. Nonetheless, this is
 his parting assessment of Ames: "In the
 end, he had little impact on psychology or
 philosophy, but he continues to fascinate
 artists" [55].
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 I am eager to receive any additional
 information (anecdotes, sources, cita-
 tions) regarding Ames, the Ames De-
 monstrations or related phenomena.
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